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Data Storage Strutures

Pratie Exerises

13.1 Consider the deletion of reord 5 from the �le of Figure 13.3. Compare the

relative merits of the following tehniques for implementing the deletion:

a. Move reord 6 to the spae oupied by reord 5, and move reord 7 to

the spae oupied by reord 6.

b. Move reord 7 to the spae oupied by reord 5.

. Mark reord 5 as deleted, and move no reords.

Answer:

a. Although moving reord 6 to the spae for 5 and moving reord 7 to the

spae for 6 is the most straightforward approah, it requires moving the

most reords and involves the most aesses.

b. Moving reord 7 to the spae for 5 moves fewer reords but destroys any

ordering in the �le.

. Marking the spae for 5 as deleted preserves ordering and moves no

reords, but it requires additional overhead to keep trak of all of the

free spae in the �le. This method may lead to too many �holes� in the

�le, whih if not ompated from time to time, will a�et performane

beause of the redued availability of ontiguous free reords.

13.2 Show the struture of the �le of Figure 13.4 after eah of the following steps:

a. Insert (24556, Turnamian, Finane, 98000).

b. Delete reord 2.

. Insert (34556, Thompson, Musi, 67000).

Answer:
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header ~ 4

reord 0 10101 Srinivasan Comp. Si. 65000

reord 1 24556 Turnamian Finane 98000

reord 2 15151 Mozart Musi 40000

reord 3 22222 Einstein Physis 95000

reord 4 ~ 6

reord 5 33456 Gold Physis 87000

reord 6

reord 7 58583 Cali�eri History 62000

reord 8 76543 Singh Finane 80000

reord 9 76766 Crik Biology 72000

reord 10 83821 Brandt Comp. Si. 92000

reord 11 98345 Kim Ele. Eng. 80000

Figure 13.101 The file after insert (24556, Turnamian, Finane, 98000).

header ~ 2

reord 0 10101 Srinivasan Comp. Si. 65000

reord 1 24556 Turnamian Finane 98000

reord 2 ~ 4

reord 3 22222 Einstein Physis 95000

reord 4 ~ 6

reord 5 33456 Gold Physis 87000

reord 6

reord 7 58583 Cali�eri History 62000

reord 8 76543 Singh Finane 80000

reord 9 76766 Crik Biology 72000

reord 10 83821 Brandt Comp. Si. 92000

reord 11 98345 Kim Ele. Eng. 80000

Figure 13.102 The file after delete reord 2.

We use �~ i� to denote a pointer to reord �i�.

a. See ??.

b. See ??. Note that the free reord hain ould have alternatively been

from the header to 4, from 4 to 2, and �nally from 2 to 6.

. See ??.
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header ~ 4

reord 0 10101 Srinivasan Comp. Si. 65000

reord 1 24556 Turnamian Finane 98000

reord 2 34556 Thompson Musi 67000

reord 3 22222 Einstein Physis 95000

reord 4 ~ 6

reord 5 33456 Gold Physis 87000

reord 6

reord 7 58583 Cali�eri History 62000

reord 8 76543 Singh Finane 80000

reord 9 76766 Crik Biology 72000

reord 10 83821 Brandt Comp. Si. 92000

reord 11 98345 Kim Ele. Eng. 80000

Figure 13.103 The file after insert (34556, Thompson, Musi, 67000).

13.3 Consider the relations setion and takes. Give an example instane of these

two relations, with three setions, eah of whih has �ve students. Give a �le

struture of these relations that uses multitable lustering.

Answer:

The relation setion with three tuples is as follows:

ourse id se id semester year building room number time slot id

BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 Painter 514 A

CS-101 1 Fall 2009 Pakard 101 H

CS-347 1 Fall 2009 Taylor 3128 C

The relation takes with �ve students for eah setion is as follows:

See ??.

See ??.

The multitable lustering for the above two instanes an be taken as:

13.4 Consider the bitmap representation of the free-spae map, where for eah

blok in the �le, two bits are maintained in the bitmap. If the blok is between

0 and 30 perent full the bits are 00, between 30 and 60 perent the bits are

01, between 60 and 90 perent the bits are 10, and above 90 perent the bits

are 11. Suh bitmaps an be kept in memory even for quite large �les.

a. Outline two bene�ts and one drawbak to using two bits for a blok,

instead of one byte as desribed earlier in this hapter.
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ID ourse id se id semester year grade

00128 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A

00128 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A-

12345 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

12345 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 C

17968 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

23856 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

45678 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 F

54321 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A-

54321 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

59762 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

76543 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A

76543 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

78546 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

89729 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

98988 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

Figure 13.104 The relation takes with five students for eah setion.

b. Desribe how to keep the bitmap up to date on reord insertions and

deletions.

. Outline the bene�t of the bitmap tehnique over free lists in searhing

for free spae and in updating free spae information.

Answer:

a. The spae used is less with 2 bits, and the number of times the free-

spae map needs to be updated dereases signi�antly, sine many in-

serts/deletes do not result in any hange in the free-spae map. However,

we have only an approximate idea of the free spae available, whih ould

lead both to wasted spae and/or to inreased searh ost for �nding free

spae for a reord.

b. Every time a reord is inserted/deleted, hek if the usage of the blok

has hanged levels. In that ase, update the orresponding bits. Note

that we don't need to aess the bitmaps at all unless the usage rosses

a boundary, so in most of the ases there is no overhead.

. When free spae for a large reord or a set of reords is sought, then

multiple free list entries may have to be sanned before a proper-sized

one is found, so overheads are muh higher. With bitmaps, one page of

bitmap an store free info for many pages, so I/O spent for �nding free

spae is minimal. Similarly, when a whole blok or a large part of it is
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BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 Painter 514 A

17968 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

59762 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

78546 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

89729 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

98988 BIO-301 1 Summer 2010 null

CS-101 1 Fall 2009 Pakard 101 H

00128 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A

12345 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 C

45678 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 F

54321 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A-

76543 CS-101 1 Fall 2009 A

CS-347 1 Fall 2009 Taylor 3128 C

00128 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A-

12345 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

23856 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

54321 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

76543 CS-347 1 Fall 2009 A

Figure 13.105 The multitable lustering for the above two instanes an be taken as:

deleted, bitmap tehnique is more onvenient for updating free spae

information.

13.5 It is important to be able to quikly �nd out if a blok is present in the bu�er,

and if so where in the bu�er it resides. Given that database bu�er sizes are

very large, what (in-memory) data struture would you use for this task?

Answer:

Hash table is the ommon option for large database bu�ers. The hash funtion

helps in loating the appropriate buket on whih linear searh is performed.

13.6 Suppose your university has a very large number of takes reords, aumulated

over many years. Explain how table partitioning an be done on the takes rela-

tion, and what bene�ts it ould o�er. Explain also one potential drawbak of

the tehnique.

Answer:

The table an be partitioned on (year, semester). Old takes reords that are

no longer aessed frequently an be stored on magneti disk, while newer

reords an be stored on SSD. Queries that speify a year an be answered

without reading reords for other years.
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A drawbak is that queries that feth reords orresponding to multiple years

will have a higher overhead, sine the reords may be partitioned aross di�er-

ent relations and disk bloks.

13.7 Give an example of a relational-algebra expression and a query-proessing strat-

egy in eah of the following situations:

a. MRU is preferable to LRU.

b. LRU is preferable to MRU.

Answer:

a. MRU is preferable to LRUwhereR

1

Æ R

2

is omputed by using a nested-

loop proessing strategy where eah tuple in R

2

must be ompared to

eah blok in R

1

. After the �rst tuple of R

2

is proessed, the next needed

blok is the �rst one in R

1

. However, sine it is the least reently used,

the LRU bu�er management strategy would replae that blok if a new

blok was needed by the system.

b. LRU is preferable to MRU where R

1

Æ R

2

is omputed by sorting the

relations by join values and then omparing the values by proeeding

through the relations. Due to dupliate join values, it may be neessary

to �bak up� in one of the relations. This �baking up� ould ross a

blok boundary into the most reently used blok, whih would have

been replaed by a system usingMRU bu�er management, if a new blok

was needed.

Under MRU, some unused bloks may remain in memory forever. In

pratie, MRU an be used only in speial situations like that of the

nested-loop strategy disussed in Exerise Setion 13.8a.

13.8 PostgreSQL normally uses a small bu�er, leaving it to the operating system

bu�er manager to manage the rest of main memory available for �le system

bu�ering. Explain (a) what is the bene�t of this approah, and (b) one key

limitation of this approah.

Answer:

The database system does not know what are the memory demands from other

proesses. By using a small bu�er, PostgreSQL ensures that it does not grab

too muh of main memory. But at the same time, even if a blok is evited

from bu�er, if the �le system bu�er manager has enough memory alloated to

it, the evited page is likely to still be ahed in the �le system bu�er. Thus, a

database bu�er miss is often not very expensive sine the blok is still in the

�le system bu�er.
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The drawbak of this approah is that the database system may not be able to

ontrol the �le system bu�er replaement poliy. Thus, the operating system

may make suboptimal deisions on what to evit from the �le system bu�er.
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